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About This Content

This stunning Train Simulator add-on features the unique and beautiful Isle of Wight railway. Travel round the picturesque
holiday island in the Class 483; these ex-London Underground trains have been given a new lease of life on the Isle of Wight

and are the oldest trains in mainline service anywhere in the UK. Or for a change of pace, power and era you can also drive the
1915 Kitchener Class 0-4-0ST "Invincible" on the Isle of Wight Steam Railway.

This add-on comes with two locomotives, three liveries, rolling stock, Isle of Wight line and landscapes and a set of 14 scenarios
for you to enjoy.

Scenarios

After the Flood

And So to Bed

Island Line Day Rover: Part 1

Island Line Day Rover: Part 2

Isle of "White"

Last Train Standing
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Let the Music Play On

Lightning Strike

Lights! Camera! Action!

Looking After Number One

Much Merriment and Cake

Pier Pressure

Santa Special

Shanklin Sunrise

Key Features

The Isle of Wight add-on includes

A Class 483 Electric Multiple Unit in a London Transport and Network Southeast Livery.

A W37 0-4-0ST ‘Invincible’ Steam Locomotive along with 6369 Composite First Class Carriage, a 4112 Third Class &
Guards Van Carriage and a SR 5 Plank Goods Wagon

Other rolling stock includes: A DX 68809 Diesel Personnel Carrier and a 20t Support Trailer

Island Line Length: 8.5 miles (Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin)

Isle of Wight Railway: 5 miles (Smallbrook Junction to Wootton)
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There is no possible way of downloading the "Ultra Texture Pack". 0\/10. For individual users, you can use it for testing laptop
battery life under heavy office workload.. When I first purchased PlayClaw I wasn't too impressed by it. Over time it became
my favourite way to record gameplays. Right now I feel its the best way to record gameplays due to the use of the Nvidia
Codec.

I was using the Morgan MJPEG codec to get the best possible quality video, Nvidia Codec at the right settings gives me
identical quality at 1/10th of the file size. All the little things like being able to record audio to seperate channels and those
channels to seperate .wav/.mp3 files , each game having its own timestamped folder in the main recording folder, a multitude of
overlays that can be used but not recorded into the gameplay file...Play Claw is the superior capture software on the market right
now. It's that simple.. I actually liked how visually creative this was, but the story was unbelievably terrible and boring and the
written material is frankly unreadable.. Red Five will be proud.
Recommended to buy if you looking for a good air combat/dog fight simulator. I enjoy it 10 years ago, I still enjoy it now.
You think you got what it takes to beat Luke Skywalker high score? Then try this game.
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Right out of the gate, I'm baffled by the configuration of this game, and I've been playing PC games for 30 years. I can't get my
generic PS3 gamepad to work. I can't figure out how to play with just keyboard. I wish I hadn't flushed $15 down the toilet..
This is great fun. I recommend it for puzzlers.
. thanks Tim. realy nice tutorials. very useful for texturing in SP.. This was legit. one of the worst, incomplete, buggy and overall
disappointing games I've ever tried. I only paid .99-$1.00 for it and did it with a friend against my better judgment. Lesson here:
don't be me.. Love the trainer!!!! The graphics and simplicity are amazing. The only I can think of right now is in Endless
Mode(my favorite), if you can please have a custom option for any gun to be used, unlimited or no reload of ammo on\/off, and
timer on\/off.....I feel if you focus on customization for endless mode, it will for sure bring this trainer to the top. KEEP UP
THE GREAT WORK!!!!. Heheh, nice little references with the glasses :p. The game is OK,nice well made, addictive mainly to
fans of magic the gathering and others card games, but....
My review is about bad attitude that makes the Spectromancer have DRM:
"Incorporates 3rd-party DRM: Activation code
Renewal on request, 5 machine activation limit "

after that then your code key becomes blocked and need other activation code key again.
I have a discussion about that:
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/MG552L5.png

Is very important not only review a game but to inform about the whole experience as a whole.
since aspect ,features of game, supported platforms, translations languages, dev\/publisher relationship with the customers.
Keeping out sensorship cap, abuses, bad business practices, false promisses and other things that need to be alert and warned in
steam review.

So I would recommend this game, but not recommend buying it.
Do not pay their money to be disrespected and not support bad method of DRM practices.
Piracy is not bad at all, and some bad companies deserve it
while different others good deserve be supported, recomended and not only about a good product but also for respect for their
customers.

edit: since i not recommend and totally disagree with this drm model
I'll ask to permanently remove this game and dlcs from my library.. Orginally thought this was 'Children of Denial', which was
the new AAA FPS MMORPG that is supposed to be the most realistic modern war simulator today and featured gameplay
starting when the character was 13, old enough to hold an AK..
.. but it's not.. this is a City-esque management game about ancient egypt.. and it's pretty darned good at doing that... I don't
know if it's a direct sequel, or just inspirated by the old 'Pharoh' series, but it's very similar, and updated version of that. Gfx
♥♥♥♥♥s need not apply here though.. it was good for the year it came out, but not up to modern 2012 standards by far.. but
City-mgmt games aren't usually about the graphics... :]
. this game is soo fun to play :D
. This game is really enjoyable and I find translation to be perfectly legible. I am so grateful to finally be able to play this game
it my own language. It is certainly a simplified version of PM2 but I actually enjoy that as I hated having to look up the exact
stats needed to get a certain ending. The only problem I have with the actual gameplay is the festivals. I found it hard to figure
out what skills were really needed to win. As for bugs, I noticed some minor glitches in the girl's face when she moves quickly
and sometimes the screen will go dark if I change the game to full screen.
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